is compact and that v n (F) ^ ε 0 > 0 for all n. Then m(F) ^ ε 0 .
Proof. There exists a decreasing sequence of open sets ^2 F such that m(έ? n -F) -»0. There exists a sequence u n of continuous real valued functions such that u^ = 1 on F, u u = 0 on X -^u and 0 g u Λ g 1 elsewhere. From the construction, u n -+χ F a.e. (m), where χ F is the characteristic function of F. So we have, m{F) = J (&. ~ u fc )dm + J tt Λ ώ> n + ί Note that I u k dv n ^ V k (F) ^ £ 0 for all n and &. Now, Ifc -u k )dm can be made small by choosing k large, and once k is fixed \ u k (dm -dv n ) can be made small by proper choice of n. This proves the lemma.
The proof of the next lemma can be found in [1] , Theorem 3.b.
Let it e C(X) be real valued and suppose 
Proof. Since F is a compact G δ , there is a sequence of open sets {έ? n } such that ^n +1 S ^» B,nd Π»^» -ί 7 . Let e > 0 be given, then there exists an integer N such that for all n ^ N, p(^n) < s for all peM(φ). For suppose this were not true, then there would exist e 0 > 0 and sequences p k e M(Φ) and ^% k such that pjc(^n k ) ^ ε 0 Let E7* = <^n k then we have ρ k (U k ) ^ s 0 > 0 and U k+ί S D*. The sequence p A has a weak-star limit point p y and it is well known that p e M(Φ)
Therefore by Lemma 1 we have jθ(Z7 4 ) ^ ε 0 > 0 for all k. But this contradicts the fact that ρ(F) = 0. Hence by proper choice of subsequence we may assume that p(^n)
for all p e M(ψ). Now for each n there exists u n e C(X) such that u n = -n on F, u n = 0 on X -^n and -n ^ u n ^ 0 elsewhere. ByLemma 2, there exists p n e M(Φ) such that sup {Re Φ(g) \ Re g ^ u n , g e A} = \u n dρ n , and hence for each n there exists g n e A such that Re g n ^ u n and
We may also assume that \lmg n dm -0. If we now define f n -e Qn it follows that
The sequence {f n } of Theorem 1 is bounded in norm by 1, yet Φ(fn)~*1-We show that this implies that ψ(f n )-*1 for all y in the same part as <f>. For definition of part see [4] . For this we use a result of Bishop [2] : if Φ, ψ are in the same part and m φ is a representing measure for Φ, then there exists a representing measure mf or ψ such that m φ ^ Amψ for some constant A. Proof. Let m be a representing measure for ψ, and p be a representing measure for φ such that m ^ Ap for some constant A. Then we have m -gp where g is bounded. Since ψ(f n )-+l we have l/ n d|θ->1. This, together with the fact that |/J ^ 1 implies that/ w -^l in measure, with respect to the measure p. Since g is bounded it follows that f n g-*g in measure with respect to the measure p. The fact that | f n g \ S\g\ now implies that f(f n ) = \fnQdp-> \gdρ = \dm = 1.
COROLLARY 2. Suppose there is a measure m e M(Φ) such that p <m for all p e M(Φ), and suppose FξΞ= X is compact and m(F) -0.
Then there exists a sequence f n e A satisfying (1), (2) We point out that if the homomorphism φ has a representing measure m such that p e M(Φ) implies p < m then it follows easily from the result of Bishop mentioned earlier that every ψ that lies in the same part as Φ has a representing measure with this same property. Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should by typewritten (double spaced). The first paragraph or two must be capable of being used separately as a synopsis of the entire paper. It should not contain references to the bibliography. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, Richard Arens, at the University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
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